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• Norah Lofts is a well-loved author of historical fiction; her 100,000s of fans will enjoy her nonfiction
biography of the most interesting of Henry's wives.• The authors fictionalized account of Anne's life, The
Concubine, was a huge bestseller and continues to sell in both the UK and USA.• Praise for Norah Lofts:
'The narrative has pace, the characters substance, the finale a powerful twist and the sense of period is rich
and authentic' THE SUNDAY TIMES; 'Norah Lofts is a capable and professional writer, a natural storyteller
whose characters are neatly and believably portrayed: whose prose is smooth and readable' THE NEW
YORK TIMES.Ever since she first appeared in the Tudor court, Anne Boleyn, Henry VIII's second queen,
has been a mystery and a source of controversy. Even her birth is shrouded in obscurity; both year and place
are the subject of debate. Was she beautiful, as those who fell under her spell believed, or was she a rather
plain girl blessed with striking eyes and a wealth of black hair?More mysterious still is the nature of her role
in one of the most turbulent times in British history. Henry, who wrote her impassioned love letters and
composed songs in her praise, honored her as no woman was ever honored before, and finally defied the
Pope in order to marry her. Her enemies at the time believed she owed her success to witchcraft, and indeed
she bore two 'devil's marks'. But was she, in fact, only a hapless pawn, subject to the passions of a
notoriously mercurial autocrat? Why was her fall from favor so sudden and complete? Henry's love changed
to a hatred so vicious that he conspired with his chief minister to have her accused of adultery with five men
- one her own brother. Four of them went to the block protesting her innocence - and their own.
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From reader reviews:

Lacie Young:

In other case, little men and women like to read book ANNE BOLEYN. You can choose the best book if you
love reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important a new book ANNE BOLEYN. You can
add knowledge and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, simply because from
book you can understand everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you will end up
known. About simple thing until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we are able to open a
book or searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel fed up to go to the
library. Let's study.

Priscilla McCreary:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be upgrade about what going on or info even knowledge
to make them keep up with the era and that is always change and progress. Some of you maybe may update
themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to anyone is you don't
know what type you should start with. This ANNE BOLEYN is our recommendation so you keep up with
the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this era.

Eric Baur:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this ANNE BOLEYN publication
written by well-known writer who really knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone
who have read the book. Written within good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing
skill only for eliminate your own hunger then you still hesitation ANNE BOLEYN as good book not simply
by the cover but also by the content. This is one reserve that can break don't judge book by its deal with, so
do you still needing yet another sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already told
you so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Stephen Redmond:

Some individuals said that they feel uninterested when they reading a publication. They are directly felt the
idea when they get a half parts of the book. You can choose the book ANNE BOLEYN to make your current
reading is interesting. Your current skill of reading ability is developing when you such as reading. Try to
choose very simple book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the opinion about book and looking at
especially. It is to be initial opinion for you to like to start a book and read it. Beside that the e-book ANNE
BOLEYN can to be your new friend when you're feel alone and confuse with what must you're doing of that
time.
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